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2.1 Identifies the difference of truth from opinion. 

 

 
 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 

 

At the end of the lesson the students will be able to: 

 

COGNITIVE: 
 analyze situations that show the difference between 

opinion and truth. 
AFFECTIVE 

 appraise the importance of differentiating facts from 
opinions in everyday life. 

BEHAVIORAL: 

 demonstrate knowledge in determining fats from opinions. 
 
 

 

 

 
TOPIC 
 

 
Determining Truth from Opinion 

 
 

 
VALUES TO BE 
DEVELOPED 
 

 
Critical Thinking 
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MATERIALS 
 

 

 Laptop 
 LCD Projector 
 Cellphone 

 

 
 

 
 
MAIN 
ACTIVITY 
 

 
 

Identify if it is truth or opinion. Write T for truth and O for 
Opinion. 
 
1. Adobo tastes great. 
2. All Filipinos love basketball. 
3. Aquino was a male Filipino president. 
4. Blue is the best color. 
5. Cats are not as friendly as dogs. 
6. Fire needs oxygen to burn. 
7. Italian is an easier language to learn than Spanish. 
8. Next year, Manny Paquiao will win against his new opponent. 
9. The capital of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republicts (USSR) is 
Moscow. 
10. Today is school day. 
11. Keisha has a Twitter account. 
12. He unfriended and blocked her or Facebook. 
13. He was confined in the hospital last month. 
14. All people must breathe to live. 
15. He is stupid. 
16. I don’t like sisig. 
17. Most people have two arms and legs. 
18. The separation of church and state is enshrined in the 
constitution and prohibits the establishment of a state religion. 
Pope Francis is the leader of the Catholic Church. 
19. “I have this deep, abiding faith in God but that does not 
mean that you have to have a religion, you have to follow 
somebody that you have to get a message from this and that.” 
“For the record, I believe in God, but I do not believe in religions. 
Period.” 
20. The most hypocritical institution in the Philippines is the 
Catholic Church. 
 
Answer: 
1.    O                       11. O 
2.    O                       12. O 
3.    O                       13. O 
4.    O                       14. T 
5.    O                       15. O 
6.    T                       16. O 
7.    O                       17. T 
8.    O                       18. T 

 
 

Quizizz 
 

https://quizizz.com/ad
min/quiz/5b7e7ec20bf
340001b7390ce/truth-

and-opinion 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fquizizz.com%2Fadmin%2Fquiz%2F5b7e7ec20bf340001b7390ce%2Ftruth-and-opinion&h=AT3Sp3tQ7Q0B8gYR4eO4WDAG8Pofi-jiAOiSP7zhL-hIWFW_WtjEBsJfmMbWqI3neiWDpvbJV8f7am-9Bkz_cOSnEBMUFmJkaCkJvU3BmLk6cYe7ECYULI5B7olapG5PUtAM
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9.    T                       19. O 
10.  O                       20. O 
 

 
ANALYSIS 
 

 
1. Which statements are truth and which statements is only an 
opinion? Why? 
2. How can you differentiate truth from opinions? 
3. What is the importance of knowing the truth and opinion? 
 

 
Powtoons 

 
https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=K6lE6dr

JpwQ&rel=0  
 

 
 
ABSTRACTION 
 

 

 OPINION TRUTH 

Definition 
in 

Philosophy 

 Opinion is something 
intermediary 
between knowledge 
and ignorance 
(Plato) 

 Public opinion is the 
intermediate faculty 
which seizes the 
things that float 
between the two 
extremes (Plato) 

 Opinion applies to 
what, being true or 
false, may be other 
than it is: in fact, 
opinion is the 
apprehension of an 
immediate and 
unnecessary premise 
(Aristotle) 

 Opinion, founded in 
the probable, 
perhaps also the 
name of knowledge 
(Leibniz) 

 Opinion is a belief 
that is conscious of 
being insufficient 
both subjectively 
and objectively 
(Kant) 

 An opinion gives for 
truth something that 
has been said, 

 The classic 
suggestion 
comes from 
Aristotle (384–
322 BCE): “To 
say of what is 
that it is, or of 
what is not that 
it is not, is 
true.” In other 
words, the 
world provides 
“what is” or 
“what is not,” 
and the true 
saying or 
thought 
corresponds to 
the fact so 
provided. 

 Starting in the 
mid-19th 
century, truth, 
on this view, 
must be a 
feature of the 
overall body of 
belief 
considered as a 
system of 
logically 
interrelated 
components—
what is called 

 
 

Visme 
 

https://my.visme.co/p
rojects/vdy7kyrp-
truth-and-opinion 

 
 

https://e.powtoon.com/pub/cc?_ri_=X0Gzc2X%3DYQpglLjHJlTQGlPzdJbJHMHGSsHPisBICzadcA6CwMhoduzeeeb0pv2f8kIovzbcDnVXtpKX%3DSSSAT&_ei_=EiwT4nvPqVnq_hUVilXClkY_kQUpYDoINw6eynkL4KDUKPbVfXmup5cFE4yoAWwMcMGaEk4F8r5AqGPUH3PO62JsZU8sBZU-ZyL1GYnxpvK-FT792L6LHjVV3lL-F_At63ScOtR5cDyfxMjoR3a3d4Up9Kk2Q-xJevNixG9FwiYbsOlRlIU6moXnjg.
https://e.powtoon.com/pub/cc?_ri_=X0Gzc2X%3DYQpglLjHJlTQGlPzdJbJHMHGSsHPisBICzadcA6CwMhoduzeeeb0pv2f8kIovzbcDnVXtpKX%3DSSSAT&_ei_=EiwT4nvPqVnq_hUVilXClkY_kQUpYDoINw6eynkL4KDUKPbVfXmup5cFE4yoAWwMcMGaEk4F8r5AqGPUH3PO62JsZU8sBZU-ZyL1GYnxpvK-FT792L6LHjVV3lL-F_At63ScOtR5cDyfxMjoR3a3d4Up9Kk2Q-xJevNixG9FwiYbsOlRlIU6moXnjg.
https://e.powtoon.com/pub/cc?_ri_=X0Gzc2X%3DYQpglLjHJlTQGlPzdJbJHMHGSsHPisBICzadcA6CwMhoduzeeeb0pv2f8kIovzbcDnVXtpKX%3DSSSAT&_ei_=EiwT4nvPqVnq_hUVilXClkY_kQUpYDoINw6eynkL4KDUKPbVfXmup5cFE4yoAWwMcMGaEk4F8r5AqGPUH3PO62JsZU8sBZU-ZyL1GYnxpvK-FT792L6LHjVV3lL-F_At63ScOtR5cDyfxMjoR3a3d4Up9Kk2Q-xJevNixG9FwiYbsOlRlIU6moXnjg.


although sometimes 
they are absurd 
words, which mean 
nothing, impossible 
to understand 
(Hobbes) 

 Public opinion is the 
convergence of the 
opinions of the 
greatest number of 
people in a 
community, so that 
they form a common 
and dominant 
feeling, exerting 
diffuse pressure 
(Freund) 

the “web of 
belief.” 

 Anglo-American 
philosophers in 
the early 20th 
century led to 
new attempts to 
define truth in 
logically or 
scientifically 
acceptable 
terms. 

 In the late 20th 
century 
philosophers 
such as Richard 
Rorty advocated 
retiring the 
notion of truth 
in favour of a 
more open-
minded and 
open-ended 
process of 
indefinite 
adjustment of 
beliefs. 

 Peirce’s view 
places primary 
importance on 
scientific 
curiosity, 
experimentation
, and theorizing 
and identifies 
truth as the 
imagined ideal 
limit of their 
ongoing 
progress. 

How would 
you know if 

it is 
truth/opini

on? 
 

 If the statement 
shows one’s feelings 
about a subject. 
Solid opinions, while 
based on facts, are 
someone’s views on 
a subject and not 
facts themselves. 

 If the statement 
is based on 
direct evidence, 
actual 
experience, or 
observation. 

 

 A fact is a 



 

 If the statement 
expresses 
someone’s belief, 
feeling, view, idea, 
or judgment about 
something or 
someone. 

 

 Opinions express 
how a person feels 
about something – 
opinions do not have 
to be based upon 
logical reasoning.  

 

statement that 
can be proven 
true. 

 
 

 Facts are 
statements that 
can be shown to 
be true or can 
be proved, or 
something that 
really happened. 

 
 

 
 
Importance of differentiating opinion from truth: 
1) Truth empowers people around you to change and grow. 
2) Truth brings you peace of mind. 
3) Truth is a sign of love. 
4) Truth earns respect. 
5) Truth creates deeper connections. 
 

 
APPLICATION 
 

 
 
Identify the truth and the opinion statements in the editorial 
column of Philippine Daily Inquirer.  
 
Link:  
https://www.google.com/amp/opinion.inquirer.net/110685/presid
ent-fake-news/amp 
 

 
 

QR Code Generator 
 

 
 

 
 
QUIZ 
 

Identify if the following statements are truth or opinion. 
 
1. Philippines is in Asia. 
2. Philippines is the best country in Asia. 
3. Nuclear energy is necessary for countering climate change. 
4. I am a Filipino. 
5. Math is the hardest subject. 
6. Most classrooms have desks and chairs. 
7. I think classrooms should have couches. 
8. Filipinos are hospitable. 
9. Scientific experts can be wrong. 
10. Climate change could make armed conflict, including wars 

 
 

Socrative 
 

Student log in 
Room Name: 

PHILOSOPHYGRADE11 
 

https://www.google.com/amp/opinion.inquirer.net/110685/president-fake-news/amp
https://www.google.com/amp/opinion.inquirer.net/110685/president-fake-news/amp


over water, more likely. 
 
Answer: 
1. Truth 
2. Opinion 
3. Opinion 
4. Truth 
5. Opinion 
6. Truth 
7. Opinion 
8. Opinion 
9. Truth 
10. Opinion 
 

 
Direction: Answer the question below. 
 
1. What is the importance of knowing the truth and opinion in our 
everyday lives? 
2. What steps will you do for you to know if the information is 
truth or opinion? 
 
Answer: 
1. Knowing the truth is important now a days for our mind to 
overpower with the influence of opinions or fallacies that leads to 
confusion and separation. 
2. For us to know if the information is truth or opinion it is better 
that we will do a research on that specific information, think 
critically about this and always be updated with what is 
happening around us. 
 

 
 

 
ASSIGNMENT 
 

 
Answer the question below related to the following news: 
 

Base from the given news, where would fake news be 
classified, opinion or truth? Why? 

 
 https://filipinotimes.net/news/2018/03/09/true-queen-

elizabeth-ii-calls-pres-duterte-brave-man/ 

  
 http://preen.inquirer.net/58185/a-list-of-mocha-usons-

fake-news-posts 

  
 https://philnews.ph/2017/10/06/list-fake-news-allegedly-

posted-mocha-uson-inquirer/ 

  
 http://www.positivelyfilipino.com/magazine/list-of-fake-

news-websites 

 
Penzu 

 
https://penzu.com/pu

blic/65c73089 
 
 

https://filipinotimes.net/news/2018/03/09/true-queen-elizabeth-ii-calls-pres-duterte-brave-man/
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http://www.positivelyfilipino.com/magazine/list-of-fake-news-websites
http://www.positivelyfilipino.com/magazine/list-of-fake-news-websites


 

 


